Church social teaching emphasises that rights and duties are necessarily linked. The Church points out that every individual right involves responsibility and that in conscience each of us must respect the duties that our rights imply. The rights that one person legitimately claims place a duty on others to act so that those rights are granted and respected. Each individual must make a contribution to a civic order in which right and duties are more effectively observed in practice. Thus, it is no use admitting in theory that a person has a right to the necessities of life while supporting economic arrangements that deprive people of life's necessities.
The working paper of the Pontifical Commission for Justice and Peace 1975 The Church and Human Rights draws attention to violations of human rights in our world an the challenge to Christians to act to support and protect human rights.
In today's world the rights of the human person are violated systematically in more and more countries and communities. Racial and ethnic discrimination, the violent subjection of large majorities to the exercise of power by minorities; persecution of dissident intellectuals, physical and mental torture, brutality and terrorism against defenceless peoples, deprivation of religious freedom, widespread legalised abortion; exploitation of migrant workers; extreme poverty, hunger, illiteracy are still the lot of large sections of mankind. (The Church and Human Rights, 9) Many Christians today are far from bearing witness in regard to the human rights, in the sphere of work, society, of politics and economics, or even education. (The Church and Human Rights, 92) 
